
Research Notes  and  Queries

Richard llI’s Mottoes
Livia  Visser-Fuchs  writes:— _
Though  unable to add anything new to our factual knowledge  I  would like
to  offer  some Speculations on the possible meaning and implications of
Richard  III’s mottoes.

Loyaulté  me lie gives no problems either way. Like the numerous variants
to be found in, for  example, the  Dictionnaire  des  Devises  (A. Chassant and H.
Tausin  eds., Paris 1878-95, reprinted Geneva  1978) it is in perfect accord with
what  has  been  called  ‘one  of the classic knightly virtues’. It was  thought
impeccable and  well  suited for public use. In spite of the ‘realistic' attitude of
most  members of  most  noble families to the actual keeping of faith, armorials
must  have  been  teeming with  mottoes  professing loyalty (and love): Tousjours
loyal, Loyalle suys, Humble et loyal, Amour  avec  loyaulte, Aymez loyaulte,
Forte en  loyaulte, Loyal  a  mort, Love  and loyalty; these  and similar high-
minded words must have been like  a  spell to  gloss  over and avert  what
happened in  real  life.

Precisely because there existed so  many similar  mottoes  it may perhaps be
a  little  far-fetched to connect George  Brown’s  mysterious message so  closely
with Richard's, nor  does  there  seem  to be any reason why ‘loyalty binds me’
should have ‘devcloped from earlier  efforts’ (Ricardian,  vol. 7, no. 89, p.75).
The latter was an  existing version of the theme, witness the  motto  of the —
admittedly obscure — Margetson family (oaulte  me  lie;  Dict.  des  Devises,
Supplement, p.207; B. Burke, The  General  Armory etc.,  London  1878, p.659).

Loyalty, moreover, seems to  have  run in Richard’s family: according to the
epitaph on his father (printed in  Thomas  Wright, Political  Poems  and  Songs,
Rolls Series 14, 1859-61; vol.  2, pp.256-7, and also found in BL.  Stowe  ms.  1047,
£217), the old Duke was a:  'prince royal],  prudomme  de  renom/ Sage, vaillant,
vertueux  en sa  vie/ Qui  bien  ama  loyaulte sans  envye.  '  And again Margaret of
York, Duchess of Burgundy, presenting her manuscript of the  Life  of St.
Colette  to the  convent  of the Poor Clares at Ghent, signed it:  votre loy_alefylle
margarete  dangleterre pryez pour  elle  et  pour  son  salut.  In  this  instance
‘loyalty' and  ‘love’ were probably felt to be very close  in meaning.

A vous  me ly and  a  vos  plaisir  have  a  clear  personal connotation. The
similarity between them, such as it is, does not,  I  think, necessarily point to any
connection  between  their owners/users. The first seems the stronger
expression. One wonders however  what  binds‘ me‘ to  ‘you’?  Love? Loyalty? Or
the  object  or the gift of the  object  m which the words were inscribed?  A  vos
plaisir  (a  vostre plaisir) —  a  vous plaisir,  taking plaisir  as an infinitive, is not
grammatically impossible, but in view of  what  follows it is  more  likely that
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Margaret of  York’s  inscription in the  copy of the  Vitae Sanctae Coletae  which
she presented to the Poor Clares at Ghent. By kind permission of the Abbess of
the Monasterium Bethlehem, Ghent.

vos  =  vo = vostre  — was a current idiom meaning ‘at your service‘.  Dame, (1
trestot vostre plaisir  (Lady, [1 am] wholly at your service) says Jason to Medea in
Le  Roman  de  Troie  (ed. L. Constans, Paris  1904-12), line  1443, and  Sire, a  vostre
plaisir,  is said to Erec by his host in  Erec  et  Enide  (ed. M. Roques, Paris 1955),
line  1281.  Anyone could say this to anyone in various contexts or have it
inscribed on a love  token, without its  having to be a permanent  motto.
(Though  Vostre plaisir  was the  motto  of the  Lannoy family in Belgium.)

Tam le  desiere(e) with its variant, is another matter. Three translations
seem possible:

l)‘ so great  (was/ is) the desire'; this  IS unlikely because of the final ‘e’ in the
one and‘ ee’ in the other  case: the noun spelled  thus' 1s feminine.

2) ‘he longs for it so  much', in which case only a  masculine or genderless
object, ideal or achievement can be meant as old and middle French appear to
be very consistent in  using ‘la’ for the feminine personal pronoun as direct
object.

3) ‘I  have  longed for it so much' (tam  le  desirai), which is possible since in
many cases the pronunciation of  ‘ai’ and ‘e’ was identical in old French and
Anglo-Norman and the spelling interchangeable (see M. K.  Pope, From  Latin
to  Modern French,  Manchester 1952, §§.529-32 and  1284).

This  last  possibility would be in agreement  with  my conjecture for the
wording of the other variant:  illa  treztant desyre  (il [‘0  trestant  desiré, 'he has
longed for it so much’). This fits in with the ‘re/ er’ abbreviation over the  fifth
and sixth letters and with the number of letters available. It would  give  a fairly
simple solution that  does  not change the meaning of the legible version too
much.  The  third  person singular il  might then  be coupled to the ‘my lorde’ of
the line above.

If all this were correct, the past  tense  of  both  tant  le  desirai  and il l'a
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trestant desiré  presents its own  problem:  since the thing ‘desired’ appears to
have  been attained, could it yet be something like  a  chivalrous  ideal? Such
things  are, I  believe, intrinsically unattainable. Could it possibly just  have  been
the  book  itself  that  was ‘desired’?

If the above line of thought has  a  leg to stand on, one conclusion may be
safely drawn:  however  much anyone might like to imply it, the  object  of the
motto’s  desire was not the crown of England. The notion is ridiculous in itself,
but  even  laughable theories must perhaps be contradicted as seriously as
possible. First: one does not inscribe such desires in chivalrous romances (one
might  conceivably in bibles); second:  the crown (la  couronne) is —— to be
consistent  —  feminine, and thirdly: ‘my lorde of  gloscester’ had not yet
managed to obtain  that  particular  object.

There remains  what  is the greatest weakness in my theory:  I know  of no
other  instance yet in which  a  book  was inscribed in such a way. Since, however,
even  a  short  text  in any language may be supposed to have made  sense  once, it
seems worthwhile at least to try and decode it.

Anne Neville  and  Elizabeth  of  York
P. W. Hammond  writes:—
The rather obscure passage in  Ingulph's  Chronicle  of the  Abbey of Croyland
(edited by H. T. Riley, London  1893, p.498) describing the Christmas  festivities
in  1484  and saying that  ‘vain  changes of apparel were presented to queen Anne
and the  lady Elizabeth . . . being of similar colour and  shape’ has  been
commented on by many historians. The comments have usually been to the
effect  that  this is an illustration of how Richard kept his  oath  to maintain his
brother’s daughters in  fitting state  (e.g. P. M. Kendall,  Richard  the  Third,
London 1955, p.303). However this  passage  is  shown  in  a  different light by the
new translation of Nicholas Pronay and  John  Cox in their recent The
Crowland Chronicle Continuations: 1469-1486  (London 1986). The passage
should read  ‘too  much attention was paid to singing and dancing and to vain
exchanges  of  clothing between Queen Anne and the Lady Elizabeth, eldest
daughter  of the dead  king, who were alike in complexion and  figure’.  The
implication is now entirely different, that  the similarity lay not in the clothing
but in the build and appearance of the Queen and the Princess, such a close
similarity that they could  exchange dresses. If this interpretation is  correct, it
says much for the  close  relationship between Elizabeth and her  aunt, and
perhaps  nearly as important, may give us our first real indication of  what  Anne
Neville  looked  like.

The  Itinerary of  Richard, Duke  of  Gloucester
I  am  compiling an Itinerary of Richard III as Duke of Gloucester for the
Society, and would be grateful for any help members can give me.

I  have  put  together  information  from  all obvious published sources, but
need to supplement  this  from evidence in unpublished indentures, agreements,
town  records  and so on. If you  have  come  across any such, or know of obscure
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and out-of-the-way printed references to Richard’s whereabouts, please let me
know.

There are  some  years, and not  just  in his childhood, when  I cannot  find
him at all. One is  1474, when  he may well have attended the session of
Parliament, but this cannot be proved; nor can his  whereabouts  any single  day
that  year.  1479  is another blank year. Was he  just  quietly going round northern
castles  doing the paperwork of administration? If so, has any of  that
paperwork survived to pinpoint him?

Lesley Wynne-Davies,\47 Wyndcliff  Road, London  SE7  7LP.

Book Reviews

THE  OXFORD BOOK  OF  LATE MEDIEVAL VERSE  AND  PROSE.
Douglas Gray (editor).  1985.  Clarendon Press, Oxford, £15.

The late middle ages was  long overdue for its own  Oxford  Book .  .  . and the
present volume is a  welcome  addition to the available  anthologies  of Medieval
literature. The period, defined by Professor Gray to exclude Chaucer at one end
and the Reformation at the  other, must be the  anthologist’s  dream. There is no
single big name to  unbalance  the selection, but plenty of  good  writing. The
relative unfamiliarity of the period means  that  for  most  readers there are still
discoveries to be made, and an anthology does  not have to fill with old
favourites. Gray, in  fact, has deliberately pursued  a  policy of under-representing
the better-known authors (Malory has  a  modest  eight pages) to leave room for
others. The  book’s  great strength is the  amount  of unexpected material which it
manages to include: not only the work of.lesser-known  authors, but types of
writing which are not usually considered appropriate for  a  ‘literary’ anthology.
Many of the latter are grouped in miscellany sections, including the splendidly
evocative first section:  ‘The  Mutability of Worldly Changes  —  and  Many More
Diversities of Many Wonderful Things’. Here and elsewhere are to be found
extracts  from chronicles, prognostications, letters, recipes, gardening tips (when
the ground sings underfoot it is too wet to sow), riddles, and even  extracts  from
an English] French phrase book.

This wide selection provides ammunition for an attack on the old
assumption that after the death of Chaucer English writing went into  a  decline
until the Renaissance came along. The editor‘s View, pursued with much vigour
in the brief introductions to each section, is  that  late-Medieval literature is not
only inherently worthwhile, but that it laid the foundations for the more famous
achievements of the following century. A  good  example is provided by the
liturgical material printed  here which  makes  it clear  that, in  Gray’s words, ‘the
splendid prose of The  Book  of Common  Prayer  did not spring up suddenly ex
nihilo’.  Of course, anthologies  show  us literature through rose-tinted  spectacles,
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